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Abstract
Particle size distributions of cataclastic rocks influence the mechanical and fluid flow behaviour of fault zones.
Available data from natural cataclastic rocks are still controversial and do not fully support a self-similar evolution
for the cataclastic process, a concept derived from laboratory experiments and micromechanical modelling. Our
analyses of particle size in carbonate fault rocks show power law distributions with fractal dimensions spanning a
broad range. This confirms that the idea of a persistent fragmentation mechanism for describing the entire evolution
of natural cataclastic fault cores in carbonate rocks is inadequate. Conversely, we propose that the fragmentation
mechanism progressively changes with the intensity of comminution. Slip localisation within narrow shear bands is
favoured when a favourable cataclastic fabric with fractal dimensions D V2.6^2.7 is achieved in the fault zone.
Intense comminution in the narrow shear zones produces the preferential formation of small diameter particles
resulting in particle size distributions characterised by D values approaching or exceeding 3. The non-self-similar
evolution of natural cataclastic rocks has an important impact on the frictional and permeability properties of fault
zones.
3 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Cataclasis is the process of progressive fragmentation, grinding and compaction of rock particles [1]. During faulting, cataclasis can eventually produce fault gouges, i.e. fault rocks that
have been ground to a very ¢ne-grained powder
or clayey material retaining few larger survivor
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grains [2]. Cataclastic rocks, and in particular
fault gouges, control the frictional fault properties
[3^6] and the three-dimensional permeability patterns around faults [7,8]. For this reason, they
have been extensively studied in the ¢eld [9^21],
in laboratory experiments [3,4,9,11,22^31] and by
analytical modelling [13,32^34]. Numerical modelling has also been used to examine the in£uence
of particle size distribution and inter-particle friction on the nature of deformation in granular
fault gouges and on their mechanical behaviour
[35].
Many solutions have been proposed for de-
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scribing cataclastic rock particle size distribution
in both two and three dimensions. They include
both incremental and cumulative relations between mass/volume/number and increasing or decreasing mass/size [14]. It has been demonstrated
that the best way to characterise particle size distributions [13,14] is by using the fractal relationship of particle frequency by size:
NðSÞWS 3D

size distribution having a constant fractal dimension equal to 2.58. This D value (D = 2.58), in
fact, describes a cataclastic fabric that minimises
the fracture probability of particles having similar
dimensions [13].
Preferential fragmentation of large particles
is a possible explanation for the occurrence in
cataclastic rocks of D values signi¢cantly higher

ð1Þ

where N(S) is the number of particles less than
size S and D is the fractal dimension. The coef¢cient D is conveniently determined as the slope
of the best ¢t line on a log N(S) against log S
graph.
Di¡erent values of D are expected for di¡erent
fragmentation processes. In particular, three theories of fragmentation have been directly expressed in three-dimensional fractal terms [14] :
(i) the ‘pillar of strength’ model of [32], which
predicts a D value equal to 1.97; (ii) the ‘plane
of fragility’ model of [33], which predicts a D
value equal to 2.84; (iii) the ‘constrained comminution’ model of [13], which predicts a D value
equal to 2.58. Experimental work on simulated
fault gouges has shown their tendency to develop
D values of about 2.6 [24,26,27], supporting the
‘constrained comminution’ model of [13]. In particular, [27] showed that DW2.6 may represent a
steady-state value reached after an initial amount
of displacement from early values of about 1.8.
Only D values in experimental shear bands approached 3 [26] or 4 [27].
Fractal dimensions measured in natural cataclastic rocks are more controversial. Results
from faults in crystalline basement rocks gave either D values averaging 2.6 [13,36] or a great variability in fractal dimensions, ranging from 1.88 to
5.52 [9,14,19]. Such large variability of D values is
unexpected in a self-similar cataclastic process
[24], where the progressive breakdown of particles
is controlled by a scale- and time-independent
fragmentation mechanism. In particular, the ‘constrained comminution’ model of [13], which is
based on the assumption that the failure probability of particles depends largely on the relative
size of nearest neighbours, predicts the tendency
for cataclastic rocks to develop a self-similar grain

Fig. 1. (a) Location map of the sampled fault zones. (b)
Chemical analysis of the protolith rocks in the studied fault
sites.
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Fig. 2. Conceptual sketch of a fault zone sectioned perpendicular to the shear direction. The main sectors, characterised
by di¡erent fabrics and particle size distributions, are schematically highlighted. Not to scale.

than 2.58. This mechanism has been proposed for
experimental shear bands by [27] and for natural
cataclastic rocks by [14], who also pointed out the
importance of factors such as rock type, alteration, and fault kinematics on the ¢nal particle size
distribution. An additional mechanism for explaining the development of fractal dimensions
signi¢cantly higher than 2.58 is the preferential
increase of small particles by rotation-enhanced
abrasion of larger particles during shear [19,37].
The ¢rst mechanism is mainly related to the state
of stress within the deforming cataclastic rocks,
while particle grinding essentially depends on
slip-enhanced rolling and shearing. Both mechanisms likely determine the evolution of particle
size distributions in shear bands. Their relative
contribution is expected to vary through time.
The objective of our study is to get further insights into the progression of cataclasis during
faulting. We studied particle size distributions of
cataclastic rocks developed along outcrop-scale
strike-slip and extensional faults a¡ecting plat-
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form carbonate in the Apennines, Italy. Protolith
rocks in all studied ¢eld sites are mostly composed of CaCO3 and are characterised by very
small amounts of insoluble materials (Fig. 1).
The structural architecture of the fault zones
(Fig. 2) is composed of heavily fractured damage
zones which bound the fault core where most of
the displacement is accommodated [8,16]. The
fault cores have a cross-sectional width varying
from about 0.3 m to 2.6 m. We sampled boundary
zones adjacent to the damage zone (Fig. 3a), breccia zones constituting the bulk of fault core rocks
(Fig. 3b), and shear bands within fault cores (Fig.
3c). Sampled cataclastic rocks are mainly non-cohesive to poorly cohesive breccias in the boundary
zones and breccia zones, and gouges in the shear
bands.
Particle sizes are power-law-distributed over the
analysed size range and their fractal dimensions
have a large variability. In the following, we discuss the relations between D values and the structural architecture of fault cores as well as the
implications for the evolution of the cataclastic
process.

2. Particle size analysis
2.1. Methodology
Sampled cataclastic rocks (49 samples) were analysed using a sieving and weighing technique
[24]. Samples were fully disaggregated by a nondestructive ultrasonic device, dried for 24 h at
110‡C, and sieved in a standard dry sieve array
(Table 1 in the Background Data Set1 ). Inspection
of the sieved material allowed removal of grains
in case they were made up of still cemented cataclasite. This prevented the possible coarseward
bias of the particle size populations. The dry
weight of residual material in each sieve was
transformed to the equivalent particle number
by assuming that the grain shapes can be approximated by spheres [37]. The total weight in each
sieve was divided by the weight of the sphere with
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the same diameter as the mesh aperture of the
overlying sieve. A density of 2670 kg/m3 was
used for computing the weight of the reference
spheres. The use of di¡erent reference values
such as the weight of the sphere with the same
diameter as the mesh aperture of the underlying
sieve, or the weight of the sphere having the average diameter between the mesh apertures of adjacent sieves does not change the distribution of the
resulting equivalent particle numbers. Materials in
the largest and smallest sieves were excluded from
the procedure because of their intrinsic sampling
and sieving limits, respectively. Six particle classes
were obtained, named equivalent particle size
classes: 4 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.25 mm,
and 0.125 mm.
Particle size analysis was performed by plotting
equivalent particle numbers versus the corresponding equivalent size classes in bilogarithmic
graphs and obtaining the corresponding fractal
dimensions from the slope of the best ¢t lines. A
sensitivity test was made by dividing three samples into two equivalent parts and analysing each
of the two parts separately. Di¡erences in the D
values obtained from each sample (vD) are very
small and start from the third decimal digit (Table
2 in the Background Data Set1 ). The use of samples collected in the same lithology allowed ruling
out the in£uence of the rock type on D values.
2.2. Particle size distribution
Equivalent particle abundances in each size
class align very well in bilogarithmic graphs
(Fig. 4) and this supports the power-law distributions of particle sizes in the 4 mm^0.125 mm size
range. As a general feature, the contribution of
larger equivalent particles (4 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm
equivalent size classes) to the total equivalent particle abundances is negligible. Samples with the
lower D values pertain to the boundary regions
of both strike-slip and extensional fault cores (Table 3 in the Background Data Set1 ). Fractal dimensions obtained from the breccia zones vary

Fig. 4. Examples of linear ¢tting of particle size data in bilogarithmic graphs. (a) Sample 13MA5, collected in the boundary region of the cataclastic fault core. (b) Sample 7MA2,
collected in the breccia zone. (c) Sample 2MA2, collected in
a shear band.

from 2.17 to 2.74 in strike-slip fault cores and
from 2.43 to 2.74 in extensional fault cores (Table
4 in the Background Data Set1 ). Fractal dimensions obtained from gouge in shear bands vary

6
Fig. 3. Typical fabrics of the main sectors within fault cores: (a) fault core boundary zone; (b) breccia zone; (c) gouge in a shear
band within the breccia zone (approximately running from the lower left corner to the upper right corner).
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Fig. 5. Cumulative plot of the fractal dimensions D as a
function of their position within the cataclastic fault cores
and of fault kinematics.

from 2.61 to 3.49 in strike-slip fault cores (Table 5
in the Background Data Set1 ). Two gouge samples
collected in extensional fault cores gave D values
of 3.13 and 2.93 respectively. The summary plot
of all data shows the variability of D with fault
kinematics and the position within the fault core
(Fig. 5). The complete overlap between D values
obtained from both strike-slip and extensional
fault cores does not support any signi¢cant in£uence of fault kinematics on the fractal dimension.
On the other hand, there is a direct relation between the position of samples within fault cores
and their D values. D values increase from the
boundary regions to the shear bands. Partial overlap between di¡erent D populations indicates a
gradual transition from di¡erently evolved cataclastic fabrics.

alent particles were computed for samples normalised to a 1 kg standard weight. The volumetric
fabric of cataclastic rocks constituting the boundary regions and breccia zones is dictated by larger
particles, despite their negligible contribution to
the total particle number. Conversely, in fault
gouges the cumulative volume of small particles
increases and eventually controls the rock fabric.
This is illustrated by the progressive ‘clockwise
rotation’ of the volumetric curves with increasing
D. The shape of the volumetric curves evolves
from near linear in sample 3MA1, curvilinear
with an increasing downward convexity (samples
12MA2, 8MA3, 4MA1, 8MA2), to upward convex in sample RIO3 (Fig. 6). These shape changes
are dictated by di¡erent behaviours of equivalent
size classes with increasing D values. In particular,
the cumulative volume of larger equivalent particles systematically decreases, whereas it systematically increases for smaller particles.

4. Particle population progression
Availability of samples from di¡erent structural
positions within a single fault core allows inferring the evolution of particle size distributions

3. Volumetric analysis
Volumetric data provide complementary information for a complete sample description. The
distribution of cumulative volumes is shown in
Fig. 6 for a representative set of samples selected
according to the criterion of progressive increase
of D values from 1.91 to 3.49. Volumes of equiv-

Fig. 6. Cumulative volume of equivalent particles plotted
versus the corresponding equivalent size classes. Samples
have been selected according to the criterion of progressive
increase of D values from 1.91 to 3.49.
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during the overall size reduction process from
coarse-grained boundary zones, to breccia zones,
up to the formation of gouge bands. Variations of
normalised equivalent particle numbers with progressive cataclasis were analysed in sample pairs
collected in the same fault cores (Fig. 2). Equivalent particle numbers in each size class of the
higher-D sample were divided by the equivalent
particle numbers in the corresponding size class
of the lower-D sample. This on the basis of the
assumption that D represents an e¡ective parameter for describing the degree of comminution of
cataclastic rocks and that higher-D cataclastic
fabrics evolved from the lower-D ones [21]. Data
normalisation implies the relative dependence of
equivalent particle numbers in the various size
classes. As a consequence, any increase of the
equivalent particle number in the smaller size
classes will induce a slight decrease in the larger
ones.
In the following, we illustrate particle size progression for sample pairs selected as representative of the whole data set. A sample pair is compared for fault core 6MA, which basically consists
of immature cataclastic rocks with a central band
of more comminuted material, represented by
sample 6MA2. Analysis of the ratio between corresponding equivalent particle numbers (Fig. 7a)
points out a decrease of the larger equivalent particles, highlighted by a quotient lower than 1, and
an increase of all other equivalent particles. In
particular, the 0.25 mm equivalent size class
almost doubles and the smaller equivalent particles (0.125 mm) are close to triplicate. The pair
7MA consists of a sample from the breccia zone
(7MA2) and the other from a shear band (7MA1).
Equivalent particle ratios (Fig. 7b) show a small
relative variation of the 4 mm equivalent size
class, which decreases by about 15%. All the other
equivalent size classes are characterised by relative
increments of the corresponding particle numbers,
which generally increase with a decrease of the
equivalent particle size. Only in the smaller equivalent size class is this increment lower than the
corresponding one in the adjacent class. Fault
core 8MA allows inferring the evolution of equivalent particle numbers within the breccia zone
(samples 8MA1, 8MA3 and 8MA4) and the tran-
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sition to fault gouge (sample 8MA2). The progression of the cataclastic fabric in the breccia
zone from D = 2.4 to DW2.5 occurs through a
generalised increase of equivalent particles apart
from the larger ones, which remain almost unchanged (Fig. 7c). This increase becomes more
pronounced with the decrease of the equivalent
particle size. With increasing D values in the breccia zone rocks (samples 8MA3 and 8MA4), but
maintaining the same vD (V0.1), the trend of the
corresponding curve is very similar to the previous one but shifted downward by about 0.5
(Fig. 7c). When vD is doubled to about 0.2
(8MA4/8MA1) the upward convexity of the corresponding curve increases due to the preferential
increase of intermediate and smaller equivalent
particles. This behaviour is much more evident
in the breccia to gouge transition (8MA4 to
8MA2), which occurs by a signi¢cant decrement
of larger equivalent particles, by a small decrement of particles in the 2 mm equivalent size
class, and by a large increment in the medium
and small equivalent size classes. The increase of
the smaller equivalent particle number is almost
three times greater than the decrease of the larger
equivalent particle number. The preferential increase of the smaller equivalent particles with increasing comminution (i.e. D) is con¢rmed by the
behaviour of the weight of material passing
through the smallest sieve (0.063 mm). Plotting
this weight as a percentage of the total weight
against the corresponding D value shows an exponentially increasing trend with increasing D
(Fig. 8).
Fault core 11MA consists of a sample collected
in the breccia zone (11MA2) and another in a
shear band (11MA1). Analysis of the equivalent
size class ratios (Fig. 7d) points out a small decrement of the 4 mm equivalent particles, characterised by a quotient lower than 1, while all the
other equivalent size classes undergo signi¢cant
increments, particularly the two smaller equivalent particle size classes. The increment of the
smaller particles, which approaches 400%, is
much greater than the decrement of the larger
particles. Fault core 13MA is representative of
the evolution of an immature cataclastic core.
Sample 13MA5 was collected in the boundary re-
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gion of the fault core and sample 13MA2 comes
from the breccia zone. Analysis of the equivalent
size class ratios (Fig. 7e) shows a great increment
characterising the small equivalent particles (more
than 300% in the 0.125 mm equivalent size class
and about 200% in the 0.25 mm equivalent size
class) compared to the almost invariant behaviour
of the larger ones. The two intermediate equivalent size classes show a comparable increment of
about 50%. Fault core RIO was selected as representative of the development of an extremely
comminuted gouge band (RIO3) within the breccia zone (RIO2). Di¡ering from all the previous
cases, even intermediate particles show negative quotients (Fig. 7f). Particularly, the 4 mm,
2 mm and 1 mm classes are characterised by very
small values, meaning that they underwent a signi¢cant decrement. Only values in the two smallest equivalent particle size classes greatly increase.

5. Discussion
5.1. Fractal dimensions
The main point arising from the particle size
data is that the fractal dimensions of the studied
cataclastic rocks do not cluster around a speci¢c
value but are distributed over a wide interval
from 1.88 to 3.49. It should be noted that D values greater than 3 are not possible in the absence
of fractal limits, because this would mean that
total particle volume should be greater than available, i.e. particle interpenetration. It follows that
the distributions of equivalent particles with D
greater than 3 should have upper and lower fractal limits, above and below which these particle
size distributions are no longer fractal [17,38]. The
linear ¢ts of our data imply that measured size
classes lie within the linear (fractal) segments of
the bilogarithmic distributions and that the upper
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and lower fractal limits are external to the 0.125^4
mm size interval.
The occurrence of large variations of D values
questions the idea that cataclasis can be conveniently described by the thoroughgoing persistence of a fragmentation mechanism described
by a fractal dimension DW2.6 [13]. Conversely,
our data suggest a progressive change of the fragmentation mechanism with increased intensity of
comminution. This is indicated by the increase of
D values from immature core boundary rocks, to
breccia zones, up to intensely comminuted gouge
in shear bands. The evidence that 2.6^2.7 is the
highest fractal dimension in cataclastic rocks from
breccia zones may suggest the idea that it represents a threshold value associated with a particularly favourable fragmentation mechanism [13].
When cataclastic rocks in breccia zones develop
a fabric corresponding to this threshold value,
their further evolution may continue in a near
steady-state way [27].
An alternative hypothesis is that the cataclastic
fabric associated with fractal dimensions of about
2.6^2.7 may enhance slip localisation [39] and the
consequent formation of narrow shear bands
where most displacement is accommodated. Slip
localisation, in turn, induces a negative velocity
dependence and a lowering of friction in these
shear zones [40], facilitating the persistence of
their activity. A self-enhancing cataclastic process
may thus be triggered in narrow shear bands of
localised slip, where intensely comminuted gouge
develops, likely preventing further reworking of
the cataclastic fabric in the adjacent breccia zones.
Relative comparison among di¡erently evolved
cataclastic rocks in the same fault core shows that
the development of D values higher than 2.6^2.7
occurs, at least in ‘massive’ carbonate rocks, by
the preferential relative increase of smaller particles rather than by the selective decrease of larger particles, as proposed for crystalline basement

6
Fig. 7. Ratios between the equivalent particle numbers in corresponding size classes in sample pairs collected from the same fault
cores. These graphs show the relative increase or decrease of equivalent particles in each size class during the progression of cataclasis. See text for a discussion of the e¡ect of data normalisation. (a) Ratio between samples 6MA2 and 6MA3. (b) Ratio between samples 7MA1 and 7MA2. (c) Ratio between samples 8MA3 and 8MA1, 8MA4 and 8MA1, 8MA4 and 8MA3, 8MA2
and 8MA4 respectively. (d) Ratio between samples 11MA1 and 11MA2. (e) Ratio between samples 13MA5 and 13MA2. (f) Ratio between samples RIO3 and RIO2. C. breccia means coarse-grained breccia, sampled in fault core boundary regions.
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5.2. In£uence on permeability properties

Fig. 8. Direct relationship between fractal dimensions and
percentage weight of material having size smaller than 0.063
mm in the corresponding samples of fault core 8MA. The
weight of the sample fraction with a particle size smaller
than 0.063 mm was obtained by subtracting the residual dry
weight after sieving to the total dry weight of the sample.
Note that for DW3 the weight of material with a particle
size smaller than 0.063 mm is more than 26% of the sample
total weight.

cataclastic rocks [14,27]. The increment of smaller
equivalent particles is up to four times greater
than the decrement of the larger equivalent particles (Figs. 7b^d,f and 8). A preferential increase
of small particles with fault slip has been documented by [29] in large displacement laboratory
experiments on quartz fault gouge.
The abundance of smaller particles in intensely
comminuted cataclastic rocks cannot be explained
by their preferential fragmentation because this
contrasts with the notion of particle strength increase with decreasing size [41]. More likely, the
increase of small particles in gouge bands is induced by slip-enhanced surface abrasion [37] during the progressive decrease of the average particle size, as pointed out by [26] in laboratory
experiments, and by [21] in natural fault cores
developed in granites. Survivor larger particles
in intensely comminuted gouge are fully surrounded by small particles and this decreases their
capability of being fractured [4,13,26,39]. The
proposed evolutionary pathway for cataclastic
rock fabrics in carbonate fault cores is schematically illustrated in Fig. 9. Early stages of fault
core formation are dominated by particle fragmentation while particle abrasion controls the distribution of particle size and shape in fault gouge.

The broad variability of D values and the
evidence of a preferential increase of smaller
particles with increasing comminution have important consequences for the space and time
evolution of fault permeability. The three-dimensional architecture of poorly evolved (i.e. low-D)
cataclastic fabrics is dominated by the packing
properties of larger particles and this favours a
high porosity and an e⁄cient permeability. An
increase of D indicates an increased capability
(i.e. greater number) of smaller particles to ¢ll
the available space between larger particles. The
exponential direct relation between D and the
amount of particles in the silt and clay size range
( 6 0.063 mm) obtained from fault core 8MA
(Fig. 8) indicates that even very small voids are
¢lled in fault gouges, which thus attain an extremely low permeability. This contributes to explain the hydraulic seal behaviour of gouge bands
in natural fault zones [42,43] and in laboratory
experiments [29]. The hydraulic seal behaviour
of fault gouge developed in massive carbonate
platform rocks can be inferred from some fault
cores in the studied ¢eld sites. The boundary regions of these fault cores show strong impregnation by iron hydroxides, abruptly terminating at
more comminuted breccia zone or gouge band

Fig. 9. Cartoon showing the proposed evolution of the cataclastic fabric with increasing displacement. The role of particle fragmentation in the comminution process progressively
decreases and is replaced by particle abrasion. The increment
of smaller particles produced by surface abrasion is much
greater than the decrement of the larger particles, caused by
their fragmentation.
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Fig. 10. Detail of the abrupt transition from the fault core boundary zone to the breccia zone. The former is strongly impregnated by iron hydroxides (dark material on the left side of the photo). Whitish breccias are not impregnated attesting to their
lower permeability. Note the dark stream of hydroxides at the boundary between the two sectors.

boundaries, which are characterised by the occurrence of almost continuous bands of iron hydroxides (Fig. 10). The lack of any evidence of hydroxide impregnation within the breccia zones or the
gouge bands indicates that they acted as barriers
to the across-fault migration of £uid phases. The
lack of comminuted feldspars and phyllosilicates
in these fault cores rules out the role of waterinduced clay formation [11,43] on fault permeability properties. Conversely, the extremely low permeability of fault gouge in carbonate platform
rocks is mainly related to the particle size distribution and packing.
Development of a fault zone is a four-dimensional process where di¡erent evolutionary stages
occur in di¡erent structural positions. Faulting in
limestone typically evolves from early joint and
solution cleavage arrays (the damage zone), which
are then overprinted by the formation of cataclastic rocks during slip localisation and the development of fault cores [44^46]. The progressive development of fault cores from damage zones implies
that di¡erent permeability properties occur in different regions of fault zones at di¡erent evolutionary stages (Fig. 11). In the tip regions, fault zone
growth is in an immature stage, where only the

damage zone developed. The progression of fracturing in the damage zone increases permeability
and connectivity and the whole fault zone behaves
as a conduit for £uid £ow. The lateral propagation of the low-permeability fault core dissects the
across and along strike continuity of the conduit,
causing its progressive compartmentalisation into
sectors with low hydraulic exchanges. In this mature stage, the contrast between high-permeability
damage zones and fault core boundary regions,
and very low-permeability gouge bands within
breccia zones imparts a directional anisotropy to
permeability in fault zones, which act as conduits
for £uid £ow parallel to the fault strike and as
barriers for £uid £ow perpendicular to the fault
strike [8,29].
5.3. Role of dissolution
Removal of material by dissolution, either synor post-tectonic, is a well-known phenomenon in
carbonate rocks [47,48]. The e⁄ciency of dissolution in limestone is maximised at low strain rates,
high £uid £ows, high ratios between surface and
volume of particles, and when a certain amount
of clay minerals occurs [49^51]. In the studied
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£uid circulation. The latter is in agreement with
the sub-aerial environmental conditions of deformation in the study faults, many of which are
currently active [52,53].
Post-faulting £uid £ow within the studied fault
cores might have altered their original particle size
distributions. The capability of meteoric water to
dissolve carbonate fault rocks depends on D values. The increase of D from fault core boundaries
to intensely comminuted gouge in shear bands
implies a corresponding decrease of permeability
and, consequently, of possible dissolution-related
bias. The higher permeability of cataclastic rocks
in the fault core boundary regions may have favoured the partial removal by dissolution of part
of the smaller particles, producing a further decrease of D. Conversely, the lower permeability of
cataclastic rocks in breccia zones may have inhibited a signi¢cant alteration of D values by dissolution. The same reasoning applies to fault gouge,
whose very low permeability likely prevents any
in£uence of dissolution, despite the extremely ¢ne
particle size.

6. Conclusions

Fig. 11. Cartoon showing the permeability structure of an
ideal fault zone in carbonate platform fault rocks. The tip
line of the fault is imaged to propagate upward and from
left to right. The two qualitative graphs schematically show
the transition from a conduit to a barrier behaviour of the
fault zone passing from an early (only damage zone) to a
mature structural architecture. Arrows show the expected
pathway of £uid phases within the fault zone. Not to scale.

fault zones, pressure solution cleavage arrays are
well developed in damage zones [46], despite the
very poor content of clayish material in the protolith rocks. This suggests low strain rates and
e⁄cient £uid circulation in the very early stages
of faulting. Conversely, the preservation of the
¢nest fraction in the sampled cataclastic rocks indicates a negligible role of dissolution during fault
activity because smaller particles have the highest
surface^volume ratio and thus should have been
easily dissolved. Possible reasons for their preservation include high strain rates and/or ine⁄cient

We analysed particle size distributions in carbonate cataclastic rocks from fault cores in the
Apennines, Italy. Particle sizes are power-law-distributed over the analysed size range and their
fractal dimensions increase from the boundary
zones of fault cores, to the breccia zones constituting the bulk of fault cores, up to intensely comminuted gouge in shear bands within breccia
zones. Such a large variability of the fractal dimensions and its relationships with the structural
architecture of fault cores indicate that the idea of
a persistent fragmentation mechanism for describing the entire evolution of natural cataclastic fault
cores in carbonate rocks is inadequate. We propose that the evolution of the cataclastic process
in the studied fault cores involved: (i) a progressive change of the dominant fragmentation mechanism with increasing displacement; (ii) a relation
between particle size distributions and fault slip;
(iii) an increased contribution of surface abrasion
with increasing displacement; (iv) the variation of
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particle strength with size and shape. The nonself-similar evolution of cataclasis has important
implications for the four-dimensional evolution of
the permeability structure in carbonate fault cores
and for their frictional behaviour.
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